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ASX and Media Announcement

iCandy’s New Game Rocky Rampage Receives
450,000 Pre-Registrations
iCandy Interactive Limited (ASX:ICI) (“iCandy”, the “Company”) is pleased to
announce that its new game, Rocky Rampage: Wreck ‘em up! (previously known as
Wonderpants) has received 450,000 pre-registrations in anticipation of its official global
launch on 9th April 2020.
Rocky Rampage is a casual action game where gamers play as Boulder Cobblestone
on his quest to take back the stolen Wonderpants piece by piece. As Boulder, players
will smash and destroy almost everything in his path to reclaim his lost fashion.
Rocky Rampage was developed in-house by iCandy’s Indonesian studio, Joyseed,
and is currently available for pre-registration on Android or iOS. Rocky Rampage is one
of the four new in-house developed major games that iCandy plans to launch this
year.
Management Commentary
iCandy Chairman Kin W. Lau commented:
“We are thrilled with the encouraging number of pre-registrations received ahead of
the official launch of Rocky Rampage in April. The Joyseed team has done an
amazing job developing Rocky Rampage which boasts stunning visuals and easy onetap game play mechanics.
“Looking ahead, 2020 is shaping up to be a very exciting year for iCandy and for the
first time in our history we will be launching four major in-house developed games all
within the same calendar year.
“We are off to a fantastic start this year and I look forward to providing regular updates
on additional game developments in due course.”
Pre-registrations received to date have not taken advantage of iCandy’s capability
to promote new game titles to its existing gamer community of 350 million gamers
worldwide. The number of downloads and gamers taking on Rocky Rampage at its
global launch are expected to trend higher once iCandy starts to introduce this new
game to its gamer community.
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Excerpt of visuals of Rocky Rampage are available below.
This announcement has been authorized by the Board of Directors of iCandy.
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About iCandy Interactive
iCandy Interactive Limited (ASX: ICI) is an Australian publicly traded company that has
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its core business in the development and publishing of mobile games and digital
entertainment for a global audience. iCandy Interactive runs a portfolio of mobile
games that have been played by over 350 million mobile gamers worldwide and has
won multiple awards in various coveted international events. For more information visit
www.icandy.io
For more information, please contact:
ir@icandy.io

